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What's New in the JNetTool?

JNetTool is a Java application that comes with the IASA package. JNetTool offers a very intuitive and
powerful user interface (GUI) to let you interact with the IASA package. JNetTool was tested on the
following operating systems: Windows 10, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 7, Windows Vista,
Windows XP. On the picture below you can see the JNetTool GUI. JNetTool CLI Description: The
command-line version of the JNetTool is useful to automate the analysis of network packages. The
script can be generated using the cURL command with the -s switch. You can find a sample cURL
command below. The generated command-line script is self-explanatory, and you have to specify
only the required information to get the information about a domain or an IP: -s host_ip is a IP
address or domain name to analyze. -p domain is the domain name of the IP or host to analyze. -d
datetime is a date to analyze. This parameter is optional. cURL Command: The command-line script
generates the required information, like the mailserver and ports of the IASA package. The -s option
is optional, so you can also enter the IP address, the domain name, or the domain name plus the IP
address of the host to analyze. You can download the cURL command with the following link.
JNetTool runs on Windows, Mac, Linux, and *nix operating systems. With JNetTool you can: Check
the reachability of a domain name. Check whether a domain is hosted by your mailserver. Check if
the IP of a host is reachable. Check if the host is reachable. Check if the IP of a host is DNS-
delegated. Check if the host is delegated to your mailserver. Check the MX records. Check the dig
query for an IP of a host. Check the MX records. Check the MX records. Check the SPF record of a
host. Check the MX records of a domain. Check the domain name of a host. Check the netblocks of a
domain. Check the TCP time-to-live and the idle timeout of a host. Check the TCP time-to-live and
the idle timeout of a host. Check the CNAME records of a domain. Check the MTU of a domain.
Check the A record of a host. Check the PTR record of a host. Check the TTL of a domain.
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System Requirements:

Recommended: Min: vCPU: 1 RAM: 2GB GPU: GPU1 Network: Broadband Internet connection GPU:
GPU2
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